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DOCUMENTATION OF THE ALGOL68 ROUTINE DO3ZZB 
1. Purpose 
The routine dO3zzb computes weights matrices for approximating 
first and second order partial derivatives of 2-dimensional 
functions using finite difference formulas on a specified, not 
necessarily rectangular grid. 
IMPORTANT: before using this routine, read the appropriate 
implementation document to check implementation-dependent details. 
2. Specification (Algol 68) 
MODE VEC = REF [ ] REAL; 
MODE MAT = REF [ , ] REAL ; 
MODE WMAT = REF [ , ] MAT 
MODE POINT= STRUCT ( REAL xc, ye); 
MODE TRIO= STRUCT ( POINT pOO, plO, pOl); 
MODE DEFGRID = STRUCT ( 
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UNION (REF[,] POINT, PROC (INT, INT) POINT, TRIO) gr, 
REF [ ] INT ex, ey ); 
MODE DSCRR = STRUCT ( 
.BOOL uniform, INT numgp, 
REF [ , ] INT position, 
REF [ , ] POINT grid, 
WMAT mastor, snstor, 
REF FILE dataf, REF [ , ] INT cposmas, cpossn 
); 
MODE DISCARR = REF DSCRR; 
PROC dO3zzb = (DEFGRID dg, STRING lfn, PROC INT available, 
NAGFAIL fail) DISCARR: 
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3. Description 
a) Statement of the problem. 
The routine d03zzb computes weights matrices which can be used 
for the finite difference approximation of two-dimensional space 
derivatives appearing in partial differential equations (PDEs) and 
in accessory boundary conditions. By use of these weights the PDE 
can be transformed to a system of algebraic equations or a system 
of ODEs (see ref. [ 2]). 
To this aim the domain of the solution of the PDE must be replaced 
by a grid consisting of rows of grid points in two directions. 
ThE! domain D is a two-dimensional connected set, and its boundary 
dD consists of one or more closed curves. 
b) Properties of the grid 
A grid R must be imposed on the domain Din such a way, that R can 
be mapped on a rectangular grid (or: each grid point lies on 
exactly one "horizontal" and one "vertical", but not necessarily 
straight, grid line). 
R is allowed to be non-uniform, which means that the elementary 
quadrangles formed by 4 grid points may possess any shape and that 
thE!Y need not to be congruent. The grid may have any number of 
holes provided that it does not consist of boundary points only. 
(A grid is defined to be uniform, if all elementary quadrangles are 
congruent and equally oriented parallelograms). 
ThE! boundary dD is replaced by the boundary of R. In this way the 
boundary dR of R consists of one or more closed polygons. 
c) Method 
The particular method used for the discretization of space 
derivatives is described in [ l]. In summary, a derivative at a 
certain point is approximated using a general 9 point 
discretization. 
Let x and y be the space variables, and let u = u(x, y) be a given 
function. For the approximation of the derivatives ux, uy, uxx, uxy 
and uyy at an interior point, weights are delivered using the nine 
points of the 3 * 3 - subgrid with this point as its center. 
For the approximation of the derivatives ux and uy at a boundary 
grid point, weights are delivered for each 3 * 3 - subgrid with an 
interior grid point as its center and containing the boundary 
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5. Parameters 
dg - a DEFGRID value. 
The STRUCT dg serves to define the grid. Its components 
have to be used to define the set of all grid points and 
to indicate the subset of boundary grid points. 
dg is unchanged on exit. 
Its components have the following meaning: 
gr - a UNION(REF[ , ]POINT, PROC(INT, INT)POINT, TRIO) 
value, 
defines the coordinates of all grid points. 
Let x(k,r), y(k,r) denote the x- and y-coordinates 
of the (k, r]-th grid point. The coordinates of all 
grid points can be given in 3 ways: 
1) in an array [kmin: kmax, rmin: rmax] POINT gr, 
where gr[k, r] contains (x{k,r), y(k,r)), 
2) by a routine PROC gr= (INT k, r) POINT: (unit), 
where gr(k, r) delivers (x(k,r), y(k,r)), 
3) in case that the grid is uniform by a TRIO of 
POINTs: 
TRIO( (x(kmin, rmin), y(kmin, rmin)), 
(x(kmin+l, rmin), y(kmin+l, rmin)), 
(x(kmin, rmin+l), y(kmin, rmin+l))). 
(These three POINTs should be the points with 
subscripts [kmin, rmin], [kmin+l, rmin] and 
[kmin, rmin+l], respectively. They define one 
elementary parallelogram, and by translation the 
whole uniform grid.) 
ex - a REF[ ]INT array variable, 
contains the k-indices (first subscripts) of 
consecutive end points of the grid lines forming the 
boundary polygon(s) (see description of ey). 
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ey - a REF[ ]INT array variable, 
contains the r-indices (second subscripts) of 
consecutive end points of the grid lines forming the 
boundary polygon(s) (in the same order as in ex). 
A pair (ex[i], ey[i]) contains the pair of subscripts 
of a corner of the boundary polygon. 
The sequence of pairs (k, r) is ~uch that one or more 
closed polygons are formed along grid lines. The 
polygon closes when a new pair equals the first pair 
of the polygon, the following pair (if any) begins 
another polygon. Except for this first point a 
polygon may not intersect itself or another polygon. 
Additional description. 
It is not necessary that the bounds of a given array of 
grid points are equal to the minimum and maximum of the 
indices given in the arrays ex OF dg and ey OF dg. 
Actually, the lower bounds of the array of grid points are 
allowed to be less, the upper bounds are allowed to be 
greater than the corresponding minima and maxima. 
When a PROC or a TRIO is used for the definition of the 
grid point coordinates, the index bounds kmin, kmax, rmin 
and rmax will be the minima and maxima of the values given 
in ex OF dg and ey OF dg. 
Examples: 
1) The definition of a full rectangle with straight 
equidistant grid lines with subscript bounds 
[kmin: kmax, rmin: rmax] (fig. l.A) : 
The grid point coordinates are delivered by a PROC 
DEFGRID dg = 
# gr #( (INT k, r)POINT : (k * delta, r * delta), 
# ex # HEAP[l:5]INT := (kmin, kmax, kmax, kmin, kmin), 
# ey # HEAP[l:5]INT := (rmin, rmin, rmax, rmax, rmin) 
) . 
2) A better way for the definition of this particular grid 
is by defining the grid point coordinates by a TRIO, 
since in that case the grid is recognized to be 
uniform, thus allowing more efficient computation and 
storing of the weights matrices. 
A possible definition is : 
PROC grd = ( INT k, r) POINT (k * delta, r * delta); 
DEFGRID dg = 
( TRIO (grd(kmin, rmin), grd(kmin+l, rmin), 




5]INT := (kmin, kmax, kmax, kmin, kmin), 
5]INT := (rm.in, rmin, rmax, rmax, rmin) 
3) A grid over the semi-ring 
[ y >= 0, 0 < rl <= sqrt( x**2 + y**2) <= r2] 
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with an equidistant subdivision of [rl, r2] and also of 
every arc (see fig. l.B), is defined by: 
DEFGRID dg = 
( (INT i, j)P0INT: 
( REAL arc= pi* j / m, 
r = rl + i * (r2 - rl) / n; 
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fig. l.A fig. l.B 
lfn - a character string, viz. the identifying string of a FILE 
variable. 
(i) If the file, identified by lfn, is empty, then 
d03zzb will write on this file information about 
the grid (coordinates of each point and indication 
of the subset of boundary grid points) and all 
computed weights. After termination this file will 
still exist for further handling by the user (the 
file will have been opened as standback channel). 
(ii) If the file with identification string lfn is not 
empty, then it must contain all information about a 
grid including the discretization weights. This file 
can only have been created by an earlier call of 
d03zzb. In this case the weights are read from the 
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file without further computing effort and a grid 
definition by the parameter dg is ignored. 
(iii) If the character string is empty(=""), no file is 
supplied nor used. 
available - a routine supplied by the user with specification 
INT:# an integral value#. 
The routine must deliver the value of the amount of 
central memory available for the declaration of REAL 
variables. If a weights matrix has been computed and the 
amount of its components exceeds available, then it will 
not be stored in central memory (see section 11.i.). 
fail - the failure routine (see section 6). Users unfamiliar with 
the use of this parameter should use naghard. 
d03zzb delivers an object of mode DISCARR containing all weights 
matrices. It consists of the following fields: 
uniform - a BOOL variable containing TRUE if the grid is 
uniform, otherwise FALSE. 
numgp - an INT variable, containing the number of (interior 
and boundary) grid points. 
position - an array [k.min: k.max, rmin: rmax]INT, 
containing the representation of the state of each 
grid point, viz. inside not near border, inside near 
border, normal border point, corner point of border, 
or outside (values are 1, 2, O, -3, -1 respectively). 
grid - an array [k.min: k.max, rmin: rmax]POINT, 
containing all grid point coordinates. 
mastor - an array [k.min+l : k.max-1, rmin+l : rmax-l]MAT, 
contains all weights matrices for approximating 
partial derivatives at interior grid points. 
For an interior grid point grid[i, j], the correspon-
ding array element mastor[i, j] refers to a 5 * 8 -
matrix of weights. This matrix contains the weights 
for the approximation of the derivatives ux, uy, ux, 
uxy and uyy (rows 1 to 5 of the matrix, respective-
ly) at the (i, j)-th grid point using the subgrid 
grid[i-1 : i+l, j-1 : j+l]. The 8 weights in each row 
correspond with the grid points 
grid[i-1, j+l], grid[ i, j+l], grid[i+l, j+l], 
grid[i-1, j ], grid[i+l, j ], 
grid[i-1, j-1], grid[ i , j-1], grid[i+l, j-1], 
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respectively. 
Let function values in these grid points be given by 
u[l] , ••• , u[8], assuming the same correspondence, 
and let uO be the function value at grid[i, j]. Then 
a derivative approximation is obtained by 
SUM ( weight[i] * (u[i] - uO) , i = 1 •• 8 ). 
See the description of dataf if mastor[i, j] 
delivers NIL for an interior grid,point (for boundary 
points and exterior points mastor[i, j] is always 
NIL). 
snstor - an array [kmin+l : kmax-1, rmin+l : rmax-l]MAT, 
contains all weights matrices for approximating 
boundary derivatives. 
For an interior grid point grid[i, j] with bp 
neighbouring boundary grid points, the corresponding 
array element snstor[i, j] refers to a 
(2 bp) * 9 - matrix of weights. This matrix contains 
the weights for the approximation of the derivatives 
ux and'uy at these boundary points. The 9 weights in 
each row correspond with the grid points 
grid[i-1, j+l], grid[ i , j+l], grid[i+l, j+l], 
grid[i-1, j ], grid[ i j ], grid[i+l, j ], 
grid[i-1, j-1), grid[ i, j-1), grid[i+l, j-1), 
respectively. 
The rows with indices (2*k-1) and (2*k) contain the 
weights for approximating the derivatives ux and uy, 
respectively, at the k-th boundary point among the 9 
grid points, counted in the above used order. 
For example, when grid[i-1, j+l], grid[i, j+l] and 
grid[i+l, j+l] are the boundary points of these 9 
grid points, then grid[i+l, j+l] is the third 
boundary point, and the weights for approximating ux 
and uy at this point are found in the 5-th and 6-th 
row of snstor[i, j]. 
Let function values in the 9 grid points be given by 
u[l] , ••• , u[9], assuming the above used order. 
Then a derivative approximation is obtained by 
SUM ( weight[i] * u[i] , i = 1 •• 9 ). 
See also section 11.ii. for some details. 
See the description of dataf if snstor[i, j] 
delivers NIL for an interior point near the boundary 
(for other grid points snstor[i, j] is always NIL). 
data f - a REF FILE variable, referencing the external file 
containing the weights matrices. If the weights 
matrices are not available in central memory, i.e. if 
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for the (i, j)-th grid point mastor[i, j] or 
snstor[i, j] contains NIL, then a weights matrix is 
obtained in the following way: 
if (mastor[i, j] IS NIL) for an interior point: 
( set(data f, 1, 1, cposmas[i, j]); 
) 
MAT w = HEAP [ 1 : 5 , 1 : 8] REAL; 
getbin(data f, w); w 
delivers the intended weights matrix, 
if (snstor[i, j] IS NIL) for an interior point near 
the boundary: 
( set(data f, 1, 1, cpossn[i, j]); 
INT upb; getbin(data f, upb); 
) 
MAT sxy = HEAP[l : upb, 1 : 9]REAL; 
getbin(data f, sxy); sxy 
delivers the matrix of weights for approximating the 
first order derivatives at the boundary points 
neighbouring the (i, j)-th grid point. 
cposmas - NIL if no file is supplied, otherwise 
an array [kmin+l : kmax-1, rmin+l : rmax-l]INT, 
containing keys for finding the weights matrices in 
the file (see data f for use of these keys). 
cpossn - NIL if no file is supplied, otherwise 
an array [kmin+l : kmax-1, rmin+l : rmax-l]INT, 
containing keys for finding the matrices of weights 
for the boundary point derivatives in the file (see 
data f for use of these keys). 
The routine d03zzb delivers NIL if an error is detected. 
6. Error Indicators 
In the event of an error condition being detected, the error 
routine is called with the parameters listed below. These are 
printed and execution terminated if the standard failure routine 
naghard is used (see the document on the Algol 68 error 
mechanism). 
parameter message 
1 INSUFFICIENT CENTRAL MEMORY 
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2 BACKGROUND MEMORY EXHAUSTED 
40 DATA FILE NOT CORRECTLY AVAILABLE 
42 PREMATURE END OF DATA FILE 
43 NO GRID DEFINITION AND NO DATA FILE 
44 NO GRID DEFINITION WHILE DATA FILE GIVEN IS EMPTY 
151, 152 SINGULAR MATRIX 
In the subgrid of three rows and three columns more 
than 3 grid points are collinear, or 2 points coincide. 
201 UNEQUAL LENGTHS OF EX AND EY OF DEFINED GRID 
ex OF dg and ey OF dg must have corresponding lower and 
upper bounds. 
202 SUCCESSIVE ( EX[I], EY[I] ) NOT ALONG GRID LINE 
Two successive corners (of the same boundary polygon) 
should lie either on the same row or on the same column 
205 INTERSECTING BORDER LINES 
206 NON-CLOSING BORDER 
207 GRID DOES NOT CONTAIN INTERIOR POINTS 
This error is only signaled if kmax < kmin + 2 or 
rmax < rmin + 2. 
208 SUCCESSIVE CORNERS COINCIDE 
209 SUCCESSIVE EDGES IN SAME DIRECTION 
220 BOUNDARY GIVEN DOES NOT FIT IN ARRAY OF GRID POINTS 
A subscript given in ex OF dg or ey OF dg exceeds the 
bounds of the given array of grid points. 
231, 232, 233, 234 ILLEGAL POSITION OF 
GRID POINT IN ELEMENTARY QUADRILATERAL 
The orientation of the vertices of some elementary 
quadrilateral is differing (should be either clockwise 
or counterclock-wise for all quadrilaterals). This 
occurs when two parallel rows or columns of the grid 
intersect each other. 
Since computations cannot proceed if e~rors in the parameters of 
d03zzb are met, in most cases the standard failure routine 
naghard is used. 
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7. Auxiliary Routines None. 
8. Timing 
For a first call of the routine d03zzb the computation time 
depends linearly upon the number of grid points. 
9. Storage 
The number of memory places required by internally declared arrays, 
including those of auxiliary routines, is (approximately): 
If the grid is uniform: 
8 * (#of columns of grid)* (#of rows of grid)+ 500 
REAL variables, e~se: 
8 * (#of columns of grid)* (#of rows of grid) 
+ 40 * (#of interior grid points) 
+ 60 * (#of boundary grid points) 
REAL variables. 
(It depends upon the availability of storage in central memory 
whether this space is used as direct access storage or only on the 
supplied FILE, see section 11.i.). 
10. Accuracy 
The order of accuracy of the underlying finite difference technique 
equals 2. For details see ref. [ 1]. 
11. Further Comments 
(i) Use of d03zzb with a file has the_ following side effect: 
If space is lacking in central memory for storing all weights 
matrices, then the part that could not be stored can be 
retrieved from the given file each time it is needed for 
discretization. This will slow up the computations of a 
process for solving a discretized PDE, in which the 
discretization weights are used at all grid points, 
alternatingly. Otherwise, if no data file were given and space 
was lacking, then the calculation of discretization weights is 
stopped. 
(ii) Usually, weights for approximating boundary derivatives at a 
given point occur in the weights matrices of several interior 
points near the boundary, viz. for all overlapping 3 * 3 -
subgrids that contain the given boundary grid point. Thus, 
when a boundary derivative is required, one can still choose 
which set of 9 grid points is used for the approximation. In 
this way the coupling of unknowns appearing in the boundary 
condltions can be controlled. 
12. Keywords 
Finite Difference Methods, 
Partial Differential Equations. 
13. Example 
This program may require amendment before it can be used in some 
implementations. The results produced may differ slightly. 
13.1. Program text 





( 1, 0) 
The curvil:lnear grid inside [-1, +1] * [-1, +1] (fig. 2), example 
in [l], is defined by the DEFGRID parameter of d03zzb. 
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The discretization weights for the approximation of uxx (= second 
order partial derivative of u w.r.t. the first space variable) 
at the POINT (0, 2/3) are found in the third row of the 
corresponding weights matrix. 
These weights are used for calculating the value of uxx for a given 
function u = exp(x + y) at (0, 2/3). 
The discretization weights for the approximation of ux and uy at 
the boundary point (0, 1) using the subgrid around the point 
(-0.472, +o.555) are found in the two rows of the array weights. 
These weights are used for calculating the values of ux and uy for 
the given function u = exp(x + y) at (0, 1) : # 
BEGIN INT n = 6; 
PROC gr= ( INT k, r) POINT 
( INT i = k, j = n - r; 
); 
( (j * (2 * i - n) / n - (n - j) * cos (i *pi/ n)) / n, 
((n - j) * sin(i *pi/ n) - j) / n) 
DISCARR de= 








5] INT:= ( O, n, n, 0, 0 ), 
5] INT:= ( 0, O, n, n, 0) 
PROC u = ( REAL x, y) REAL: exp(x + y); 
PROC uu = ( INT i, j) REAL 
( POINT g = gr(i, j); u(xc OF g, ye OF g) ); 
VEC xxwghts = 
( MAT wm = (mastor OF dc)[3, 5]; 
wm ISNT NIL 
wm 
REF FILE locf = data f OF de, 
MAT w = HEAP [ 1 : 5 , 1 : 8] REAL ; 
set(locf, 1, 1, (cposmas OF dc)[3, 5]); 
getbin(locf, w); w 
) [3, ]; 
INT k:= 0, REAL uxx:= 0.0, REAL u35 = uu(3, 5); 
print((newline, "xxwghts are :", newline)); 
FOR i FROM 6 BY -1 TO 4 
DO FOR j FROM 2 TO 4 
DO print( IF i = 5 AND j = 3 THEN 12 *"" 
ELSE k +:= 1; uxx +:= xxwghts[k] * (uu(j, i) - u35); 





print((newline, " uxx at (", fixed(xc OF gr(3, 5), -6, 3), 
", ", fixed(yc OF gr(3, 5), -6, 3), ")': ", 
float(uxx, 16, 10, 2), newline, " ( exp(0.667) = 
float(exp(2/3), 16, 10, 2), " )", newline)); 
MAT weights= 
( MAT sxy = (snstor OF dc)[2, 5]; 
sxy ISNT NIL 
) 
sxy 
REF FILE locf = data f OF de, INT upb; 
set(locf, 1, 1, (cpossn OF dc)[2, 5]); 
getbin(locf, upb); MAT sn = HEAP [1:upb, 1:9] REAL; 
get bin( locf ,. sn); sn 
U point [3, 6) is third boundary point of the 3*3-subgrid, 
so it corresponds with rows 5 and 6 of weights matrix: U 
[5 : 6, ]; 
REAL ux := 0.0, uy := 0.0; 
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print((newline, "weights around(", fixed(xc OF gr(2, 5), -6,3), 
", ", fixed(yc OF gr(2, 5), -6, 3), ") are : ", newline)); 
FOR der TO 2 
DO VEC wghts = weights[der, ], INT k := O; 
FOR i FROM 6 BY -1 TO 4 
DO FOR j FROM 1 TO 3 
DO print( ( k +:= 1; 
IF der = 1 THEN ux ELSE uy FI+:= 
wghts[k] * uu(j, i); 






print((newline, " ux at (0, 1): ••, float(ux, 16, 10, 2), 
newline, " uy at (0, 1): ", float(uy, 16, 10, 2), 
newline, " ( exp(l.O) = ", 
float(exp(l.O), 16, 10, 2), " )", newline)) 
END 





If myfile was empty, the DEFGRID parameter of d03zzb is 
analysed and all discretization weights for the approximation of 
the derivatives are stored in the DISCARR yield of d03zzb, and 
written on myfile. 
The VEC xxwghts declaration finds the 5 * 8 - matrix of weights, 
its third row is delivered. xxwghts[l : 8] contains the weights for 








uxx at (-0.000, 0.667): +2.0071863574e+o 
( exp(0.667) = +1.9477340411e+o) 
The weights matrix found for the approximation of derivatives at 
the boundary grid point is a 6 * 9 - matrix (because the subgrid 
contains 3 boundary points). The MAT weights contains a 
2 * 9 - matrix corresponding with the boundary point indicated 
by (3, 6). The vector wghts refers to the two rows of this 
submatrix, successively. The program prints: 

















ux at (0, 1): +2.4693365991e+o 
uy at (0, 1): +2.6168837904e+o 
( exp(l.O) = +2.7182818285e+o) 
Souree Te:r:t: 
BEGIN 
INT inside= 1, innear>b= 2, bordeTl::= O, aomeTl::= -3, outside= -1; 
PROC d03zzb = ( DEFGRID dg, STRING Zfn, , 
PROC INT avaiZabZe, NAG FAIL nf ail,) DI SCARR : 
BEGIN 
MODE LSQEPS = STRUCT ( REAL pr>ea, ma:x:, INT mk); 
BOOL er>r>on:= FALSE ; 
NAGFAIL fail, = ( INT m, STRING t:r:t) VOID : 
BEGIN er>1'on:= TRUE ; nfaiUm, "d03zzb : " + t:r:t) END ; 
PRIO +< = 1; 
# the deaZamtions fo1' genvea, genmat, COPY , * and +< aan be 
deZeted when to..,...,.i:x; is used# 
PROC genvea = ( INT u) VEC : HEAP [1 : u] REAL , 
PROC genmat = ( INT m, n) MAT : HEAP [1 : m, 1 : n] REAL , 
OP COPY = ( VEC u) VEC : 
IF u IS NIL THEN NIL 
ELSE INT 7., = LWB u; genvea( UPB u - 7., + 1)[ AT 7.,]:= u 
FI, 
OP * = ( REAL a, VEC b) VEC : 
( VEC a = COPY b; 
FOR i FROM LWB b TO UPB b DO a[i] *:= a OD ; a 
), 
OP*= ( VEC a, b) REAL: 
( INT 7., = LWB a; INT Zb = LWB b - z, REAL s:= o.o; 
FOR i FROM 7., TO UPB a DO s+:=a[ i] * b[ i + Zb] OD ; s 
), 
OP+<= ( VEC a, b) VEC: 
( FOR i FROM LWB a TO UPB a DO a[i] +:= b[i] OD ; a ) , 
PROC Zsqdea = ( MAT a, VEC aid, REF' [] INT ai, 
REF LSQEPS au:r:) INT : 
IF INT n = 1 UPB a, m = 2 UPB a, 
REF INT..,.= mk OF au:r::= -1; 
UPB aid/= m OR UPB ai /= m THEN..,. 
ELSE INT pk:= 1, INT minmn= (m < n ! m ! n), 
REAL sigma:= 0.0, 
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VEC sum= genvec(m); P:= O; 
FOR k TO m 
DO IF REAL 1JJ= ( sum[k] := ( VEC ak = a[ , k]; ak * ak) ) ; 
1J) > sigma THEN sigma:= 11); pk:= k FI 
OD; 
REAL 11):= ma:x; OF aux:= sqr>t(sigma); 
REAL eps= (pPec OF aux) * 11); 
FOR k TO minrrm WHILE 1J) > eps 
DO VEC ak = a[k:, k], REAL akk = a[k,pk]; P:= k; 
IF INT Lpk = (ci[k]:= pk); Lpk /= k 
THEN VEC coLk = a[ ,k], coLpk =a[, Lpk]; 
VEC h = COPY coLk; coLk:= coLpk; coLpk:= h; 
sum[Lpk]:= sum[k] 
FI; 
REAL aidk= (aid[k]:= (akk < 0.0 I 1J) I - 11)) ); 
ak[l]:= akk - aidk; REAL beta= - 1.0 / (sigma - akk * aidk); 
pk:= k; sigma:= o.o; 
FOR j FROM k + 1 TO m 
DO VEC coLj = a[k: ,j]; coLj +<beta* (ak * coLj) * ak; 
IF REAL Loe1JJ= (sum[j] -:= coLj[l] ** 2); Loeb)> sigma 
THEN pk:= j; sigma:= LoCb) FI 
OD; 
11):= sqpt( sigma := ( VEC akl = a[k+l : , pk]; akl * akl J J 
OD; 
p 
FI# end of househoLdeP tPia:nguLanzation #, 
PROC LsqsoL = ( MAT a, VEC aid, REF [] INT ci, VEC b) VEC : 
BEGIN INT n = 1 UPB a, m = 2 UPB a, VEC bb = COPY b; 
IF m <= n 
THEN FOR k TO m 
DO VEC coLk = a[k:, k]; 
bb[k: J +< coLk * bb[k: JI (aid[k] * coLk[lJJ * coLk 
OD; 
FOR k FROM m BY - 1 TO 1 DO bb[k] := 
(bb[k] - a[k,k+l: J * bb[k+l:mJ) I aid[k] OD; 
FOR k FROM m - 1 BY - 1 TO 1 
lXJ IF INT cik= ci[k]; cik /= k 




END# of computation of Least squaPes soLution #, 
CO optimaL invePse of non-squaPe matnx Poutine 
using Least squapes soLution Poutines. 
pan 6 of LibmPy of numePicaL aLgebm Poutines. CO 
PROC mininverose = ( MAT a, INT iJ MAT : 
BEGIN INT m = 1 UPB a, n = 2 UPB a; 
# compute w with i roows: 
w *a= ( i ri * iJ I minimai (i * (n - iJJ matr>i:r: J # 
MAT u = genmat(m, m), 
VEC diag = genvea(m), 
LSQEPS aux:= (1.0e-12, 0.0, OJ, 
[1 : ml INT piv; 
u[ , 1 : il:= a[, 1 : i1; 
MAT a2 = a[ , i + 1 : nl; 
IF isqdec(u[, : i1, diag[:il, piv[:il, aux)/= i 
THEN faiU151, "singuiaro rrntr>ix") FI ; 
# forom ro(inv) in upper> troiangie, mind diag # 
FOR i FROM i - 1 B~ -1 TO 1 
!JO REAL xii = 1 / diag[il, VEC ai = u[i, i + 1 : il; 
FOR j FROM i - i BY -1 TO 1 
!JO ai[jl:= - (ai[: j - 11 * u[i + 1 : j + i - 1, j + il 
+ ai[jl I diag[j + il) * xii 
OD 
OD; 
# compute ro(inv)(m * m) * q(tmnsp) 
= ro(inv) * q(i) * q(i-1) * ••• * q(2) * q(l) # 
VEC v = genvea(m); VEC vi= v[i: ml:= u[i: m, i1; 
REAL s= 1.0 I (diag[il * vi[ll); 
FOR i TO i 
!JO REAL aii = ( i = i I 1.0 I diag[il I u[i, i1 ); 
u[i, i: ml:= ( vi[ll * aii * s) * vi; u[i, i1+:= aii 
OD; 
FOR i FROM "l + 1 TO m 
DO u[i, i : ml:= 8 * v[il * vi; u[i, il +:= 1.0 OD; 
FOR k FROM i - 1 BY -1 TO 1 
!JO VEC vk = v[k : ml := u[k : m, kl; 
u[k, kl:= 1.0 I diag[kJ; 
FOR i FROM k + 1 TO m DO u[i, kl:= 0.0 OD; 
REAL s= 1.0 I ( diag[kJ * vk[ll); 
FOR i TO m 
!JO VEC ui = u[ i, k : ml; ui +< vk * ui * s * vk OD 
OD; 
# back ahanges (using piv) of firost i roows # 
FOR k FROM i - 1 BY -1 TO 1 
!JO IF INT cik = piv[kJ; cik /= k 
THEN VEC uk = u[k, 1, ucik = u[aik, 1; VEC h= COPY uk; 
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uk:= ucik; ucik:= h 
FI 
OD; 
MAT alinv = u[ : i, ], alor>thtyrp = u[l, + 1 : m, ], 
h = genmzt(n - i, m); 
MAT h1 = h[ , l, + 1 : ml, h2 = h[ , : l,J; 
FOR i TO n - l, 
DO FOR j TO m DO h[i, j]:= a2[, i] * u[j, ] OD OD; 
# h1, h2 f01'1Tled inside h # 
IF l,sqdec(hl, diag[: m-l,J, piv[: m-l,J, au:x:) /= m - l, 
THEN faiU152, "singul,a-,. matrix") FI ; 
FOR j TO l, 
DO h2[,j]:= l,sqsol,(hl, diag[: m-l,J, piv[: m-l,J, h2[, j]) OD; 
MAT :x; = h2[ : m - l,~ ], w = alinv; 
FOR i TO l, 
DO FOR j TO m DO w[i, j] -:= :x;[, i] * alor>thtyrp[, j] OD 
OD; 
u) 
END# min inver>se #, 
PROC l,ocdOJzzb = ( DEFGRID dg, STRING l,fn) DISCARR: 
BEGIN DISCARR dcr> = HEAP DSCRR := 
( TRUE , SKIP , 
NIL, NIL, NIL, NIL, NIL, NIL, NIL 
), 
BOOL parfUe = l,fn /= ""; 
BOOL get data:= par>f Ue, put data:= FALSE ; 
BOOL papgr>id = 
IF e:x; OF dg IS REF [ ] INT ( SKIP ) THEN FALSE 
ELSE CASE gr> OF dg 
IN ( REF [,] POINT ) : TRUE, _ 
( PROC ( INT , INT ) POINT ) : TRUE , 
( TRIO ) : TRUE 




THEN INT kmin, kma:r:, r>min, 'Y'17r1Z, 
REF FILE l,ocfil,e = data f OF dcr>:= HEAP PILE; 
IF IF open(l,ocfil,e, l,fn, stand back channel,) I= 0 
THEN INT es= establ,ish(l,ocfil,e, l,fn, stand back channel,, 
1, 1, 131071); NOT (es= 0 OR es= 2) 
ELSE FALSE FI # er>r>or = fil,e was al,r>eady opened # 
THEN fail( 40, "data file not cor>r>ectiy available") ;fin FI ; 
# test if file is not empty# 
on logical file end(Zocfile, 
( REF FILE f) BOOL: 
( IF NOT par>gr>id 
THEN faiU44, "empty data file given"); fin FI; 
get data:= FALSE ; put data:= TRUE ; continue 
) ) ; 
getbin(locfile, nwngp OF dcr>); getbin(locfile, kmin); 
getbin(Zocfile, kmax); getbin(Zocfile, r>min); 
getbin( Zoefile, r'1Tllx); 
position OF dcr>:= HEAP [kmin : kmax, r>min : r>max] INT ; 
gr>id OF dcr>:= HEAP [kmin : kmax, r>rnin : miax] POINT ; 
INT a·id; IF getbin( Zoef ile, aid); aid < 0 
THEN unifor>m OF dcr> := FALSE FI ; 
continue : SKIP 
ELIF NOT par>gr>id 
THEN faiU43, "both no definition of gr>id and no data file" 
" given"); fin 
FI; 
IF par>gr>id AND NOT getdata 
THEN tfm gr>id(dg, nwngp OF dcr>, unifor>m OF dcr>, 
position OF dcr>, g-rid OF dc-r, fail,); 
IF e-r-ron THEN fin FI 
FI; 
REF[,] INT positn = position OF dcr>, 
REF [,] POINT gr>id = g-rid OF dcr>; 
INT kmin = 1 LWB positn, kmax = 1 UPB positn, 
r>min = 2 LWB positn, r>max = 2 lJPB positn, 
nwngp = nwngp OF dcr>, 
BOOL unifo-rm = unifo-rm OF dcr>, 
REF FILE locfile = data f OF dcr>; 
INT lwl mas = kmin + 1, upl mas = kmax - 1, 
lw2mas = r>min + 1, up2mas = miax - 1; 
HEAP [lwlmas : uplmas, lw2mas : up2mas) MAT masto-r, snstor>; 
mastor> OF dcr>:= mastor>; snstor> OF dcr>:= snstor>; 
FOR i FROM lwlmas TO uplmas 
DO FOR j FROM lw2mas TO up2mas 
DO mastor>[i, j]:= NIL OD 
OD; 
snstor>:= mastor>; 
# the discr>etization weights ar>e either> computed by compute data 
and possibly wr'itten (with other> infomiation) to a data file, 
or> r>ead fr~m a data file. depending on the available space the 
weights can be kept in centr>al memo-ry o-r left on the data file 




INT cpos cposmas; 
IF get data OR put data 
THEN cposmas OF dcr':= HEAP [l,uJlmas:uplmas, l,uJ2mas:up2mas] INT ; 
cpossn OF de-,,:= HEAP [l,uJ1mas:uplmas,l,uJ2mas:up2mas] INT 
FI; 
REF [, J INT cposmas = cposmas OF de-,,, 
cpossn = cpossn OF de-,,; 
INT avail,:= avail,abl,e; 
IF INT bo-,,de-,, = (kmaz - kmin + r'11laX - r'Trlin + 2) * 2; 
INT needed = ( unifor'Tfl ! 1 ! numgp - bo-,,de-,, ) 
* 44 + (bo-,,de-,, - 4) * 69 + 100 - avail,; needed> 0 
THEN p'Y'int( (neuJUne, " === d03zzb : insufficient fiel,d l,en" 
"gth, needed about", uJhol,e(needed OVER 100 + 1, -6), 
"00 ( decimal,) uJor'ds mor'e. ", neuJUne)); 
IF get data OR put data 
THEN pPint((B*" ", "data kept on fil,e, no abor't.", neuJl,ine)) 
ELSE faiUl, "insufficient cent-,,al, memo-,,y"); fin 
FI 
FI; 
IF put data 
THEN putbin(l,ocfil,e, numgp); putbin(l,ocfil,e, kmin); 
putbin(l,ocfil,e, kma:x:); putbin(l,ocfil,e, r'Trlin); 
putbin(l,ocfil,e, r'TTlaX); 
putbin(l,ocfil,e, INT (unifor'm ! 1 ! -1) ); 
putbin(l,ocfil,e, positn); putbin(l,ocfil,e, g-,,id); 
cpos cposmas:= char' numbe-,,(7,,ocfil,e); putbin(l,ocfil,e, cposmas); 
putbin(l,ocfil,e, cpossn)#to Pese-,,ve space for' cposmas and /an# 
FI; 
IF NOT get data 
THEN compute data(mastor', snstor', gPid, positn, unifor'm, 
put data, l,ocfil,e, cposmas, cpossn, avail,); 
IF er'r'on THEN fin FI ; 
IF put data 
THEN set(l,ocfil,e, 1, 1, cpos cposmas); 
putbin(l,ocfil,e, cposmas); putbin(l,ocfil,e, cpossn) 
FI 
ELSE BOOL sta-,,t:= TRUE , getthem:= TRUE , MAT uJ, 
INT nsit:= O, [1 : 60] INT situation, ksit, r'Bit, 
[1 : 60] MAT sxy; 
on 7,,ogical, fil,e end(l,ocfil,e, 
( REF FILE f) BOOL: 
( faiU42, "p-,,erm.tur'e end of data fil,e"); fin ) 
); 
getbin(l,ocfil,e, positn); getbin(l,ocfil,e, gPid); 
cpos cposmas:= cha-,, numbe-,,(7,,ocfil,e); 
getbin(l,ocfil,e, cposrm.s); getbin(l,ocfil,e, cpossn); 
FOR i FROM l,uJlmas TO uplmas 




FOR j FROM l,w2mas TO up2mas 
DO IF positni[j] >= inside 
THEN IF starat 
OD 
THEN IF get them 
THEN mastoP[i, j]:= genmat(S, 8); avail,-:= 44; 
getbin(l,ocfil,e, mastoP[i, j]); 
get them:= avail,> 0 
FI; 
IF unifoPm 
THEN w:= mastoP[i, j]; staPt:= FALSE FI 
ELSE mastoP[i, j]:= u) 
FI; 
IF positni[j] = in neaPb AND get them 
THEN snstoP[i, j]:= 
IF INT Peeog = 
IF unifoPm THEN pecognize sit( 
positn[i-1:i+l,j-1:j+l], situation, nsit) 
ELSE -1 FI; 
IF. Peeog = 0 
THEN ksit[nsit]:= i; Psit[nsit]:= j FI; 
Peeog > 0 
THEN sxy[Pecog] 
ELSE INT nPOuJ; getbin(l,ocfil,e, nrow); 




avail,-:= nPOuJ * 9 + 4; get them:= avail,> O; 
getbin(l,ocfil,e, l,ocs:,:y); 
IF Pecog = 0 THEN s:,:y[nsit]:= l,ocs:,:y FI; 
l,oesxy 
END# end of gene-ration weights by l,oed03zzb #, 
# exte-rnal, fop computation of gPid from the useP suppl,ied 
info'Y'TWJ.tion in dgPid. # 
PROC check cooPd = ( REF [ , ] POINT gm, REF [ , ] INT pos, 
NAG FAIL fail,) VOID : 
# min 790521 # 
BEGIN INT sign; 
PROC det = ( REF POINT pl, p2, p3) REAL : 
((xe OF p2 - xe OF pl) * (ye OF p3 - ye OF pl) -




l?ROC check two lines = ( REF [ J POINT gr>l, gr>2, 
REF [] INT posl, pos2) VOID: 
BEGIN 
INT nsucc := 0, REF POINT pll, p12, p21, p22; 
PROC check oroientation =VOID: 
BEGIN 
IF REAL aroeal = det (p21, p12, pll); 
SIGN ( aroeal) /= sign 
THEN fail,(231, "gpid point out of position") 
ELIF REAL ar>ea2 = det (p21, p22, p12); 
SIGN (ar>ea2) /= sign 
THEN faiU232, "groid point out of position") 
ELIF REAL ar>ea3 = det (pll, p21, p22); 
SIGN ( aroea3) /= sign 
THEN faiU233, "groid point out of position") 
ELIF SIGN ( ar>eal + ar>ea2 - aroea3) /= sign 
THEN faiU234, "groid point out of position") 
FI 
END# check or>ientation #; 
FOR j TO UPB gr>l 
DO 
OD 
IF posl[j] /= outside AND pos2[j] I= outside 
THEN nsucc +:= 1 
ELSE nsucc . - 0 
FI; 
CASE nsucc 
IN (pll := gr>l[j]; p21 := gr>2[j]), 
(p12 := gr>l[j]; p22 := gr>2[j]; 
check onentation), 
(pll := p12; p21 := p22; 
p12 := gr>l[j]; p22 := gr>2[j]; 
check onentation; nsucc :=2) 
OUT SKIP 
ESAC 
BND # check two lines #; 
REF [] POINT grol, REF [] INT posl; 
REF [] POINT gr>2 := groid[l, ]; 
REF [] INT pos2 := pos[l, ]; 
.sign := ( INT j := O; 
WHILE pos2[j+:=1] /= cor>ner> DO SKIP OD; 
SIGN (det (groid[2,j], gr>2[j+l], gro2[j])) ); 
FOR i FROM 2 TO 1 UPB gr>id 
DO gr>l : = gr>2; posl : = pos2; 
gr>2 := gr>id[i, ]; pos2 := pos[i, ]; 
check two Lines (grol, gr>2, posl, pos2) 
OD 
END# eheek eooPd #, 
PROC tfm gPid = ( DEFGRID dgPid, REF INT numgp, 
REF BOOL unifoPm, REF REF [,J INT position, 
REF REF [,J POINT gPid, NAGFAIL fail) VOID : 
CO values of positn[i, jJ signify: 
-1 (= outside) : outside gPid, 
0 (= boPdeP) : point on boundaPy gPid, 
-J (= eoPneP) : eoPneP point of boundaPy gPid, 
.l ( = inside) : point lying inside gPid, 
2 (= inneaPb) point lying inside gPid but neighbouPing 
boundaPy point(s). CO 
BEGIN REF [ J INT ex = ( ex OF dgPid)[ AT OJ, 
ey = (ey OF dgPid)[ AT OJ; 
INT upb ex= UPB ex; 
IF upb i~x /= UPB ey 
THEN faiU201, "unequal lengths of ex and ey of defgPid"); fin 
FI; 
INT kmin:= ex[OJ, Pmin:= ey[OJ; INT kma:x::= kmin, Pmax:= Pmin; 
FOR i TO upb ex 
DO IF INT exi = e:x:[iJ; kmin > exi THEN kmin:= e:x:i 
ELIF kma:x: < exi THEN kma:x::= e:x:i 
FI; 
IF INT eyi = ey[iJ; Pmin > eyi THEN rwzin:= eyi 
ELIF rwza:x: < eyi THEN Pmax:= eyi 
FI 
OD; 
IF INT ,[max = kma:x: - kmin + 1, jma:x: = rwzax - Pmin + 1; 
numgp:= ima:x: * jma:x:; ima:x: < J OR jma:x: < J 
THEN faiU207, "gpid does not contain intePioP gPid points"); 
fin 
FI; 
position:= HEAP [kmin : kma:x:, Pmin : r>ma:x:J INT ; 
REF [,J INT positn = position; 
FOR i FROM kmin TO kma:x: 
DO FOR ~f FROM rwzin TO rwza:x: DO positn[ i, jJ := inside OD 
OD ; # gPid pPeset on inside # 
INT iO:== ex[OJ, jO:= ey[OJ; INT outi= kmin-1, outj= rwzin-1; 
INT diP:= 0, in:= iO, jn:= jO, BOOL ePPOn:= FALSE; 
NAGFAIL nf = ( INT m, STRING t:x:t) VOID : 
BEGIN ePPon:= TRUE ; faiUPn, t:x:t) END ; 
FOR i TO upb ex # fill boPdeP elements of gPid # 
DO INT 1.:1 = ex[ iJ, jl = ey[ iJ; 
PROC tPaee = ( REF [ J INT loep) VOID 
FOR k TO UPB loep 
DO IF loep[kJ = boPdeP 
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THEN nf(205, "intersecting borodero lines") 
ELSE locp[k]:= border> 
FI 
OD; 
IF il = iO AND jl /= jO 
THEN 
IF diro = 1 
THEN nf(209, "successive edges in same direction") FI; 
troace( positn[iO, ( jl > jO ! jO ! jl + 1) : 
( jl > jO ! jl - 1 ! jO) J ); diro:= 1 
ELIF il /= iO AND jl = jO 
THEN 
IF diro = -1 
THEN nf(209, "successive edges in same direction") FI; 
troace( positn[ ( il > iO ! iO ! il + 1 ) : 
( il > iO ! il - 1 ! iO ), jO] ); diro:= -1 
ELIF diro:= O; iO /= outi AND jO /= outj 
THEN ( il = iO ANP jl = jO 
! nf(208, "successive coroners coincide") 
! nf(202, "successive comers not along groid line") 
) 
ELIF positn[il, jl] = bor>dero 
THEN nf(208, "successive comers coincide") 
ELSE in:= il; jn:= jl 
FI; 
IF positn[il, jl] = border> 
THEN IF il = in AND jl = jn THEN iO:= outi; jO:= outj 
ELSE nf(206, "non-closing bor>dero") FI 
ELIF i = upb ex 
THEN nf ( 206, "non-closing borodero") 
ELSE iO:= il; jO:= jl 
FI 
OD; 
IF er>r>on THEN fin FI ; 
FOR i FROM kmin TO kmaz # compute outside elements# 
DO INT last:= outside, allast:= outside, 
REF [ J INT locp = positn[i, ]; 
FOR j FROM r>min TO T'lTllX 
DO REF INT present= locp[j]; 
CASE allast + 2 
IN IF last= outside THEN present:= - present FI, 
CASE last+ 2 
IN present:= - pr-esent, 
IF pr-esent /= borodero 
THEN IF i = kmin THEN present:= outside 
ELIF REF [ ] INT leg= positnfi-1,j-2 : j]; 
INT temp= lcg[3]; 
temp I= border> THEN present:= temp 
ELIF INT tmpl = lcg[2]; 
tmpl /= border THEN present:= tmpl 





IF last= border THEN present:= - present FI 
ESAC; ' 
allast:= last; last:= present; 
IF present = outside THEN nwngp - := 1 FI 
OD 
OD; 
# oopy ooordinates # 
CASE gr OF dgrid IN 
( REF [, ] POINT ar ): 
IF 1 LWB ar > kmin OR 2 LWB ar > 'Y'Tflin OR 
1 UPB ar < kmax OR 2 UPB ar> < r>ma:c 
THEN faiU220, "army bounds for grid do not fit in" 
"boundary given"); fin 
ELSE grid:= ar[kmin : kma:r: AT kmin, r>min : mzax AT 'Y'Tflin]; 
unifor>m:= FALSE 
FI, 
( PROC ( INT , INT ) POINT pr> ) : 
BEGIN grid:= HEAP [kmin : kma:r:, r>min : mzax] POINT ; 
uniform:= FALSE; 
FOR i FROM kmin TO kma:r: 
DO REF [ ] POINT loog = grid[ i, ] , 
REF [] INT loop= positn[i, ]; 
FOR j FROM r>min TO mzax 
OD 
END, 
DO IF loop[j] >= border THEN loog[j]:= pr(i, j) FI 
OD 
( TRIO tr ) : 
BEGIN grid:= HEAP [kmin : kmax, r>min : mzax] POINT ; 
POINT pOO= pOO OF tr, p10= plO OF tr, 
p01= p01 OF tr; 
REAL oz:= xo OF pOO, oy:= yo OF pOO; 
REAL &k = xo OF plO - oz, dyk =. yo OF plO - oy, 
&7' = xo OF p01 - ox, dyr = yo OF p01 - oy; 
grid[kmin, r>min]:= pOO; 
FOR i FROM kmin TO kmax 
DO REF [] POINT loog = grid[i, : ]; 
REF POINT pl= loog[l]; 
IF i > kmin 
THEN xo OF pl:= (ox+:= &k); 
yo OF pl:= (oy +:= dyk) 
FI; 
REAL px:= xo OF pl, py:= yo OF pl; 
FOR j FROM 2 TO UPB loog 
DO XO OF loog[j]:= ( px +:= &r); 
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# eorrrpute near border elements of g'f'id # 
i0:= ex[0]; j0:= ey[0J; positn[i0, j0]:= -2; ' 
FOR i TO upb ex 
DO INT il = ex[i], jl = ey[i]; 
PROC troaee = ( REF [] INT Loep) VOID : 
FOR k TO UPB loep 
DO IF loep[k] = inside THEN loep[k]:= innearb FI OD; 
IF il = i0 AND jl /= j0 
THEN IF jl > j0 
THEN troaee( positn[ 
( i0 = kmin ! i0+l !: positn[i0-1,jl-1] < 




j0 >min+ 1 ! j0 - 1 ! min+l ) : jl]) 
positn[ 
i0 = kmin ! i0+l !: positn[i0-1,jl+l] < 
inside! i0 + 1 ! i0 - 1 ), 
jl : ( j0 < 7"11'/aX - 1 ! j0 + 1 ! 7"11'/aX - 1 ) ] ) 
FI 
ELIF jl = j0 AND il /= i0 
THEN IF il > i0 
THEN troaee( positn[ 
( i0 > kmin+l ! i0 - 1 ! kmin+l ) : il, 
( j0 =min! j0+l !: positn[il-1,j0-1] < inside 
! j0 + 1 ! j0 - 1) J) 
ELSE troaee( positn[ il : ( i0 < kma::c-1 ! i0+1 ! kmax-1), 
( j0 =min! j0+l !: positn[i1+1,j0-1] < inside 
! j0 + 1 ! j0 - 1) J) 
FI 
FI; 
IF positn[il, jl] = -2 
THEN positn[il, jl]:= eomer; io:~ outi; j0:= outj 
ELSE positnfil, jl]:= ( i0 = outi ! -2 ! eorner ); 
i0:= il; j0:= jl 
FI 
OD; 
eheek eoord(grid[:,:J, positn[:,:J, nf) 
END# of tfm grid#, 
PROC reeognize sit= (REF[,] INT pos, REF[] INT situation, 
REF INT nsit) INT: 
# yield is index sueh that sxy[ind] is s::cy with same situation, 
else store new sxy-weights and nsit +:= 1 # 
BEGIN INT vaZ:= O, pow:= 1; 
FOR i TO 3 DO FOR j TO 3 
DO IF pos[i, j] <= border> THEN vaZ+:= pow FI; 
IF pos[i, j] = -3 THEN vaZ+:= pow FI; 
pow *:= 4 
OD OD; 
pow:= O; 
FOR j TO nsit WHILE pow = 0 
DO IF situation[j] = vaZ THEN pow:= j FI OD; 
IF pow= 0 AND nsit < 60 
THEN situation[ nsit +:= 1 J := vai FI ; 
pow 
END# recognize situation#, 
COMMENT the interface for> semidiser>etization of initiaZ 
boundary vaiue pr>obZems. this pan by: p.h.m. woZkenfeZt 
(ordinary points) and j. kok (nea'Y'-boundar>y points), 
using the minimaZ-inver>se-method by k. dekker>. 
COMMENT 
========== begin of diser>etizer> ===========# 
PROC compute data= ( WMAT mastor>, snstor>e, REF[,] POINT grid, 
· REF [, J INT position, BOOL uniform, put data, 
REF FILE data, REF [ , J INT eposmas, epossn, 
INT avaiZabZe) VOID: 
BEGIN INT kmin;= 1 LWB position, rw,in;= 2 LWB position, 
k.ma:r:= 1 lfPB position, 7'Tfll:C= 2 UPB position, 
REAL sqr>t2 = 1.414 21356 23731, sqr>t6 = 2.449 48974 27832; 
PROC genemte wghts = ( INT k, r>, REF[,] POINT g'Y'id 
) MAT : 
BEGIN [1 : BJ REF POINT p, INT ind:= O; 
FOR r>l FROM 3 BY -1 TO 1 
DO FOR k1 TO 3 
DO IF r>l /= r> OR k1 /= k 
THEN p[ ind+:= 1 J := gr>id[kl, r>l] FI 
OD 
OD; 
# [ 1, 3 J 
[ 1, 2 J 
[ 1, 1 J 
[ 2, 3 J 
[ 2, 2 J 
[_2, 1 J 
[ 3, 3 J 
[ 3, 2 J 
[ 3, 1 J 
pl p2 p3 
p4 pa p5 
p6 p7 pB 
pr>ovided that [k, r>] indicates the eentr>e of the nine points# 
REF POINT pa = gr>id [ k , r> ]; 
REAL xeentr>e = xe OF pa, yeentr>e = ye OF pa; 
27 
28 
MAT m = genmat(B, 14), 
REAL delta:= o.o; 
FOR i TO 8 
DO REAL xi= xc OF p[i] - xcentre, 
yi= ye OF p[i] - ycentre; 
REAL xi2= xi*xi, yi2= yi*yi; 





xi2*yi2/2, xi*yi*yi2/sqrt6, yi2*yi2/(2*sqrt6) 
IF ABS xi > delta THEN delta:= ABS xi FI ; 
IF ABS yi > delta THEN delta:= ABS yi FI 
OD; 
# scale factors# 
REAL dl= 1/ delta; REAL d2= d1 *dl; REAL dJ= d1 *d2, 
d4= d2*d2; 
[J REAL scale= (dl,dl,d2,d2,d2,dJ,dJ,dJ,dJ,d4,d4,d4,d4,d4); 
# scaling the colwrms of m # 
FOR j TO 14 
DO REAL a= scale[j]; 
FOR i TO 8 DO m[i,j]*:= s OD 
OD; 
# computation of the minimal inverse# 
MAT w = min inverse(m,5); 
# scaling back the rows of w # 
FOR j TO 8 DO w[3,j]*:= sqrt2; w[5,j]*:= sqrt2 OD; 
FOR i TO 5 
DO REAL a= scale[i]; 
FOR j TO 8 DO w[i,j]*:= s OD 
OD; 
# send data to mass storage# w 
END# of generate wghts #; 
PROC generate sn = ( REF [,] POINT grid, REF [,] INT pos 
) MAT : 
BEGIN INT neq:= 0, MAT skn = genmat(16, 9); 
FOR row FROM 3 BY -1 TO 1 
DO FOR col TO 3 
DO IF pos[col, row]<= border 
THEN MAT ws = generate wghtsfool, row, grid)[:2,J; 
neq +:= 2; 




wsl = ws[l, ], ws2 = ws[2, ], 
INT notj = (3 - POW) * 3 + col, INT j:= 0; 
REF REAL surn:x: = skl[notj]:= 0.0, 
sumy = sk2[notj]:= o.o; 
FOR ii TO 8 
DO j+:= 1; IF ii = notj THEN j+:= 1 FI ; 
swn:c -:= (skl[j]:= wsl[ii]); 
sumy -:= (sk2[j]:= ws2[ii]) 
OD 
skn[: neq, J 
END# genemte sn #; 
INT nsit := 0, avail:= available, 
[1 : 60] INT situ.at.ion, ksit, Psit, [1 : 60] MAT sxy, 
BOOL starl:= TRUE , keep them:= TRUE , MAT w; 
IF put data 
THEN on physical file end( data, 
( REF FILE f) BOOL: 
( faiU2, "back gPound memopy exhausted"); fin ) ) 
FI; 
FOR k FROM kmin + 1 TO kmax - 1 
DO REF[] INT postk = position [k, ], 
cposmk. = ( put data! cposmas[k, J ! NIL), 
cpossnk = ( put data! cpossnfk, ] ! NIL); 
FOR P FROM 1'1Tlin + 1 TO -rmax - 1 
DO IF put data THEN cposmk.[P]:= cpossnk[P]:= 0 FI; 
IF postk[P] >= inside 
THEN IF staPt 
THEN MAT 1'ITI = 
genemte wghts(2, 2, gPid[k-1: k+l, P-1 : r>+l]); 
IF put data 
THEN cposmk[P]:= chaP numbeP(data); 
putbin( data, m) 
FI; 
IF keepthem 
THEN mastoP[k, P]:= m; avail-:= 44; 
keepthem:= avail> O; 
IF NOT (keepthem OR put data) 
THEN faiUl, "insufficient centml memopy"); fin 
FI 
FI; 
IF unif om THEN w:= m; starl:= FALSE FI 
ELSE mastoP[k,P]:= w 
FI; 
IF postk[P] = in neap b 






INT Peeogn = IF unifoPm 




IF Pecogn <= 0 
THEN MAT Pems = 
genePate sn(gPid[k-1:k+l,ro-1:r-+1], pos); 
IF Pecogn = 0 
THEN ksit[nsit]:= k; Psit[nsit]:= P; 
sxy[nsit]:= Pems 
FI; 
IF put data 
THEN cpossnk[P]:= chaP nwribeP(data); 
putbin(data, 1 UPB Pems); putbin(data, Pems) 
FI; 
IF keep them THEN avail-:= (1 UPB Pems) * 9 
+ 4; keep them:= avail> O; Pems 
ELSE. NIL FI 
ELSE INT ks= ksit[Pecogn], PB= PBit[Pecogn]; 
IF put data 
FI 
FI 
THEN cpossnk[P]:= cpossn[ks, PB] FI; 
sxy[Pecogn] 
END# compute data#; 
DISC.ARR de= locd03zzb(dg, lfn); fin: SKIP; 
IF ePPon THEN NIL ELSE de FI 
END# o.f d03zzb #; 
SKIP 
END# o.f SoUPCe Text# 
